ABSTRACT After major outages, local power sources, including mobile power sources (MPSs), can be coordinated to serve critical loads in distribution systems (DSs). Repair crews (RCs) are sent to repair faulted components. Both mobile emergency resources, i.e., MPSs and RCs, need to travel through the transportation system (TS) before they reach the destination for service. However, traffic congestion may happen after natural disasters and impact the dispatch of the MPSs and RCs. Therefore, the dynamic traffic state in the TS should be considered for efficient dispatch of mobile emergency resources. This paper proposes a framework to determine critical load restoration strategy for the DS, considering the dispatch strategy of the MPSs and RCs in the TS. The cell transmission model (CTM) is used to formulate the weighted dynamic traffic assignment problem (WDTA) in the TS as a linear program (LP), aiming at minimizing the total prioritized travel time of the MPSs and RCs. For the DS, the multi-period critical load restoration problem (CLR-DS) is formulated as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) to maximize the cumulated service time to critical loads. Unbalanced three-phase power flow and time-varying topological constraints are considered. Case studies validate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Baoping Cai.
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B. NOTATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

SETS AND PARAMETERS
C
Set of all cells, and C O , C R , and C S are sets of ordinary cells, source cells, and sink cells, respectively P, H, T Sets of different types of vehicles, cell connectors, and time intervals/periods, respectively P G , P E , P B , P C Sets of MEGs, MESSs, EBs, and RCs, respectively (a) , −1 (a)
Sets of successor cells and predecessor cells to cell a, respectively, a ∈ C V , V Free-flow speed, the speed with which disturbances propagate backward when traffic is congested (the backward wave speed) q max Maximum traffic flow k max The maximum (or jam) density The maximum amount of flow that can be stored in cell a at time t (N t a∈C R ,max and N t a∈C S ,max are assumed as infinite or a large value)
Q t a,max
The maximum amount of flow that can flow into or out of cell a during time t (Q t 
N (t)L
Sets of available buses that can be energized at time t, all load buses E(t) Set of available lines at time t F Set of all faulted zones, l ∈ F G l Set of graphs including buses and lines of a faulted zone that cannot be energized because of faults, G l = N l , E l N SG Set of all available local DG buses in the post-event distribution system N G , N E , N B Sets of connection buses for MEGs, MESSs, and EBs, respectively S G , S E , S B Sets of MEGs, MESSs, and EBs, respectively α i /α ij Set of phases of bus i/ line (i, j) i
Set of adjacent buses of bus i i → j
The directed line from i to j Z ij Impedance matrix of the line (i, j) w i The weighting factor of loads at bus i, w i ≥ 0 S i,min /S i, rate The minimal/rated output power of the DG at bus i v i,min /v i, max Vectors comprised of the square of minimal/ maximal voltage magnitude at bus i in three phases s load,i Three-phase load demand of bus i Extreme events, including natural disasters, deliberate attacks, and accidents, happened more frequently all over the world in recent years, arising the urgent need for resilience enhancement [1] , [2] . The focus of resilience including the metrics [3] and the enhancement measures [4] , [5] . Utilizing local power sources for service restoration to critical load in distribution systems is an effective approach to enhance the resilience of the power grid [5] , [6] . Distributed generations (DGs) [7] , microgrids [8] - [13] , and networked microgrids [14] , [15] are used for critical load restoration.
Specifically, mobile power sources (MPSs) are flexible to be connected at any suitable buses, usually close to critical loads, to facilitate the restoration process. In addition, repair crews (RCs) can be sent to repair faulted components in the distribution systems to provide more restoration paths. In this paper, MPSs and RCs are referred to as mobile emergency resources.
The mobile emergency resources should be dispatched to the desired locations through the transportation system (TS). The state of traffic flow in the TS, such as congestion, has a significant impact on the dispatch of mobile emergency resources and further affects the restoration process in the DS. Therefore, the dispatch strategy of mobile emergency resources in the TS, including scheduling and routing [16] , is essential and should be considered when deciding the restoration strategy in the DS.
Research has been done to optimally dispatch the mobile emergency resources in the TS [17] - [24] . In [17] , the routing and scheduling of MPSs are obtained by a two-stage framework. In [19] , a pre-positioning and real-time allocation method of mobile emergency generators (MEGs) is proposed, and the MEGs are dispatched through the shortest paths between the origins and destinations. The shortest paths are selected to obtain travel time of mobile energy storage systems (MESSs) for resilience enhancement in [20] . In [21] , a two-stage method is proposed to deal with the outage management with RCs, reconfiguration, and DG dispatch. The dispatch of RCs and MPSs in the above work is modeled based on graph theory and the travel time is determined by travel distance. In [22] , the routing of MPSs is determined by the Dijkstra algorithm and the travel time is modeled as a random variable by a stochastic framework based on unscented transform. In [23] , the transportation network with travel time is modeled by a time-space network regardless of the traffic flow state in the TS. To the best of our knowledge, the study on mobile emergency resource dispatch for service restoration in the DS considering the real-time traffic flow state in the TS has not been reported.
In some recent studies, the dispatch of mobile emergency resources is considered in determining the distribution system restoration strategy. In [21] , the distribution system restoration problem is formulated as a mixed-integer linear program to maximize the picked-up loads and minimize the repair time, in which the routing of repair crews is considered. In [22] , the truck-mounted mobile emergency sources are sent to deliver power to the islanded outage area, and networked microgrids are formed. In [23] , a joint post-disaster restoration scheme considering the schedule of MESSs is proposed to minimize the total system cost including customer interruption cost, generation cost, and MESSs related costs. In the scheme, MESSs are dynamically scheduled in coordination with DS reconfiguration through microgrids.
In this paper, resilience-oriented service restoration framework for the DS considering dispatch of mobile emergency resources in the TS is proposed. The major contributions include: 1) A framework to determine the multi-period critical load restoration strategy considering mobile emergency resources dispatch in the TS is proposed, and the dynamic traffic flow in the TS is considered to determine the dispatch of MPSs and RCs. 2) The weighted dynamic traffic assignment model (WDTA) considering the priority of different types of vehicles such as MPSs and RCs, is formulated as a linear program (LP) to minimize the weighted travel time of different types of vehicles in the TS.
3) The multi-period critical load restoration problem for the DS (CLR-DS) is formulated as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP), considering the dispatch of mobile emergency sources and time-varying topology of distribution network due to repair. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the problem of service restoration considering the dispatch of mobile emergency resources. The framework to determine the critical load restoration strategy is proposed in Section III. Sections IV and V present the WDTA model for the TS and critical load restoration model for the DS, respectively. Numerical results are presented in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
It is assumed that after a major outage, the utility power is not available for the DS. The local power sources, including local DGs and MPSs, are used for service restoration in the DS. MPSs include the utility-owned MESSs, MEGs [17] , and electric buses (EBs) [18] . Note that power sources may be damaged during an extreme event. Damage of power sources will result in a lack of generation capacity and reduce the amount of load that can be restored. An availability-based resilience evaluation method is proposed in [3] to quantify this effect. Preventing power sources from damage is essential for load restoration in the DS. In addition, RCs are sent to repair damaged components in the DS to accelerate the restoration process. The mobile emergency resources have to travel through the TS from origin points to their destinations. It is assumed that the origin points and destinations are known, which can be determined by the pre-positioning and real-time allocation methods proposed by papers such as [18] and [19] . The multi-period restoration strategy in the DS should consider the travel time of MPSs and RCs, and the repair time of damaged components.
An example of a DS with the corresponding TS is shown in Fig. 1 [24] . In Fig. 1 , the two systems are geographically corresponding to each other. The TS is in a metropolitan area with ring expressways, such as Beijing. After a disaster, two expressways between node 6 and 10 is broken, and multiple faults occur in the DS and the utility power is unavailable.
For the TS, the word ''O'' denotes the origin nodes and ''D'' the destination nodes. The ''shelter'', with enough space, is the destination of the ordinary vehicles. The ordinary vehicles are personal vehicles on the road when the disaster happens. The spare EBs in the bus depots can be dispatched to the plots which have the Vehicle to Grid ability, referred to as the ''destination of EB''. The MEGs, MESSs, and RCs are sent from the ''emergency center.'' There are only several ''connection points'' of MPS which are equipped with supporting facilities such as MESS stations, etc. The ''destination of RC'' indicates the locations of damaged components in the DS which needs to be repaired quickly.
In the DS, the electric critical loads, such as hospitals, water stations, etc., can be divided into several levels considering their importance. The tie lines provide flexible reconfiguration for restoration. The network is divided into several parts by the multiple faults. As to the critical load restoration in the DS, the idea of multiple sources coordination [11] is utilized to interconnect available power sources for restoring more critical load. The largest island that can be formed by closing switches to interconnect all available power sources is referred to as the ''main zone'', and the ''faulted zone'' is referred to the islanded zone that cannot be energized because of faults, as shown in Fig. 1 . The faulted zone can be energized after the corresponding faulted component repaired during the restoration process.
For the DS, considering the dispatch of mobile emergency resources in the TS, the optimal multi-period critical load restoration strategy during the outage is needed, to determine the set of loads to be served and the service time, the radial topology, and the outputs of all power sources; for the TS, the traffic assignment strategy is needed to determine the dynamic traffic flow to ensure the timely arrival of mobile emergency resources.
Assume that the emergency center has the responsibility to make comprehensive decisions on the traffic assignment strategy in the TS and the service restoration strategy in the DS. In addition, it is able to send order signals to each vehicle to remotely control the traffic flow for system optimum, and can also remotely control all electric components in the DS [25] . The task of the emergency center is shown in Fig. 2 .
The challenges of the service restoration problem considering dispatch of mobile emergency resources in the TS lie in two aspects: 1) how to model the impact of real-time traffic state on the dispatch of mobile emergency resources; 2) the decisions should be obtained online to realize real-time emergency response. The rest of this paper will focus on the methods to tackle these issues.
III. RESTORATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, a two-step restoration framework is proposed to make decisions on multi-period restoration strategy for the DS considering dispatch of mobile emergency resources in the TS.
Based on the logic of the decisions of two systems, the whole decision-making process is divided into two steps:
Step 1: Determine routes and travel time of mobile emergency resources by solving the weighted dynamic traffic assignment problem the TS;
Step 2: Based on the results of Step 1, decide the multi-period critical load restoration strategy in the DS.
The inputs and outputs of the two steps and their relationship are shown in Fig. 3 . For the MPSs, the travel time of them decides when they can be used for service restoration. For the faulted components, the travel time of RCs and the time for repair decide when the corresponding components will be available for load restoration. The travel time of MPSs and RCs provided in Step 1 are the inputs of the DS service restoration model in Step 2, as shown in Fig. 3 .
In Step 1, the dynamic traffic assignment in the TS should be determined, minimizing the total weighted travel time of different types of vehicles. The dispatch strategy, including routing and arrival time of all mobile emergency resources, are determined. The mathematical formulation of this problem is presented in Section IV.
In Step 2, for critical load restoration problem in the DS, the objective is to maximize the cumulated service time for loads, weighted by their priority, subject to unbalanced power flow equations, security operational constraints, and topological constraints. In this paper, the multi-period critical load restoration problem for the DS is formulated as a MILP, presented in Section V.
IV. TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MODELING
DTA model is used to simulate the spatial and temporal distributions of traffic flows [26] . In this paper, the WDTA considering the priority of vehicles is proposed to minimize the total weighted travel time of different types of vehicles. The proposed WDTA is based on cell transmission model (CTM).
In this section, the CTM is briefly introduced and then the specific formulation of WDTA.
A. CELL TRANSMISSION MODEL
CTM is the discrete-time approximation of differential Lighthill-Whitham-Richards equations by assuming a piecewise linear relationship between flow and density at the cell level [27] , [28] . It can represent the traffic propagation on a TS and describe the traffic dynamic phenomena [29] .
The initiator of this model showed that, if the relationship between traffic flow (q) and density (k) satisfies the equation
the time could be discretized into small intervals, and based on that, every link of the TS can be divided into cells, i.e., CTM in the TS. In a specific time duration of interest, a time interval is defined to divide the duration to several intervals. The length of each cell is equal to the distance traveled by free-flow moving vehicles in the time interval. In this paper, cells are divided into three kinds: source cells, ordinary cells, and sink cells. The classification of cells is shown in Fig.4 [28] . The evolution of traffic flow can be expressed as follows: (2) is the flow conservation at each cell, where for source cell a, −1 (a) = ∅ and for sink cell a, (a) = ∅. Inequations (3)-(4) are derived from (1) and applicable for all kinds of cells.
B. WEIGHTED DYNAMIC TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT
In the TS, there are four types of vehicles after disasters: MPSs, RCs and ordinary vehicles. The origin and destination points for different types of vehicles are described in Section II. The objective of the WDTA in this paper is minimizing the total weighted travel time of all types of vehicles considering their priority. The constraints include the traffic flow conservation constraint and the constraints derived by (1) . The specific model is as follow.
WDTA:
, y
The objective is to minimize the total weighted travel time of all types of vehicles. In each cell, the travel time of vehicles has a nonnegative correlation with the density, namely x a , so f 1 is to minimize the total weighted travel time of all types of vehicles in the whole duration. Constraints (5a) is the traffic flow conservation constraints. Constraints (5b)-(5e) are the transformation of (1). Constraint (5b) represents that the total flow of vehicles of type c moving from cell a to other cells is not larger than the flow of vehicles of type c in cell a. Constraint (5c) indicates that the total flow moving from cell a to other cells is not larger than the maximum capacity of cell a. Constraint (5d) shows that the total flow moving to cell a from other cells is not larger than the maximum capacity of cell a. Constraint (5e) states that the total inflows of cell a do not exceed the available residual occupancy of that cell. This constraint deals with the situation when the traffic is congested [24] . To sum up, (5b), (5c)-(5d), and (5e) are corresponding to the three terms on the right side of (1). Constraint (5f) is the initial state of flow in cells and connectors. In this paper, in the initial state, the ordinary vehicles are in cells excluding sink and source cells, indicating they are on the roads when the event occurs. Others are in source cells. In addition, there is no flow in connectors at the beginning.
C. SOLUTION METHOD
It can be seen that the model WDTA is an LP, which can be solved by the interior-point algorithm or the simplex algorithm, with global optimum guaranteed. The optimization algorithms are integrated into many off-the-shelf optimization solvers such as MOSEK or CPLEX. In this paper, the LP problem is modeled in MATLAB R2016a with the CVX package [31] and solved by the optimization solver MOSEK [32] .
After solving the WDTA, the routing and arrival time of all mobile emergency resources can be determined.
V. MULTI-PERIOD CLR MODEL FOR THE DS
For the DS, a multi-period critical load restoration model for the DS (CLR-DS) considering dispatch of mobile emergency resources is proposed. The entire outage duration is evenly divided into several periods, indexed by t. The specific objective and constraints are introduced as follows.
A. OBJECTIVE
The objective is maximizing the cumulated service time for loads, weighted by their priority, as shown in (4).
In fact, the cumulative service time is t∈T i∈L w i γ t i T . T is omitted because it is a constant.
B. CONSTRAINTS 1) OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
The operational constraints include unbalanced three-phase power flow equation, voltage limits, and power output and energy limits of local DGs, as shown below.
where the function DIAG(·) returns a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements are the input vector, the function diag(·) returns a vector comprised of diagonal elements of the input matrix, and function ones(m, n) returns an m × n matrix of
Constraints (6a)-(6c) are linear approximation model [33] for unbalanced power flow constraints. Equation (6a) represents that the sum of power flowing into bus i equals that out of bus i, (6b) the relationship between S t ij and t ij , and (6c) the voltage difference of two node on line i→j. Note that the ''Big M'' method is used to represent two conditions when the line i → j is energized or not. Equation (6d) means that if the line i → j is not energized (a ij = 0), the power flow of i → j is 0. Constraint (6e) shows that the injection power of bus i plus the load demand of i is equal to the power generation of the DG connected to i. Constraint (6f) is the voltage limits and (6g) represents the power output limits. In this paper, the local DGs considered are all controllable generators. Constraint (6h) is the energy limits indicating that the fuel, such as diesel or gas, remained in a DG is limited.
2) MOBILE SOURCE CONSTRAINTS
The mobile source constraints include the relevant constraints on MEGs, MESSs, and EBs. The specific constraints are as follows.
Constraints (6i)-(6j) are for MEGs and corresponding to (6g)-(6h), i.e., the power output and energy limits. The parameters ρ t i,j and σ t i are determined by the arrival time of the MPSs and RCs, respectively. Constraint (6i) means that the power output at the bus i does not exceed the total maximum power outputs of all MEGs connecting to bus i. (6j) indicates that the energy consumed through bus i does not exceed the total energy stored in all MEGs. |T | is the total number of time periods. Constraints (6k)-(6l) and (6m)-(6n) are the power and state of charging (SoC) constraints for MESSs and EBs. Constraint (6k) and (6m) indicate that the power at bus i is between total negative maximal charging power and maximal discharging power of all MESSs or EBs connecting to bus i. For safe and economic operating of energy storage devices, the SoC of them should be maintained in a specific range. Therefore, the SoC constraints (6l) and (6n) are considered.
3) TOPOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS
During the restoration process, the radial topology should be maintained and the topology of the network will be dynamically changed when some faults are repaired during restoration. The specific model is as follows.
Constraints (6o)-(6q) are the spanning tree constraints indicating a radial topology. The radial topological constraint is for the whole post-restoration distribution network. The parameter r in (6o) and (6p) represents the root node in the spanning tree. Constraint (6o) indicates that the root node has no parent node and (6p) says that each node except the root node in a spanning tree has only one parent node. Constraint (6q) shows that if node i and node j have a parent-child relationship, the line (i, j) is connected (a ij ) in the post-restoration network.
Constraints (6r)-(6s) represent that the topology expends because some faulted components are repaired during restoration. At the beginning of the restoration, the network G(t) = N (t), E(t) is the main zone. Once a faulted component corresponding to a faulted zone l is repaired at t + 1, the topology will become G(t + 1) = N (t) ∪ N l , E(t) ∪ ε l , as (6r) and (6s) indicated. In (6r) and (6s), T l is the time for repairing the faulted component in the faulted zone l. Equation (6r) indicates that after the RCs' arrival, it will take T l before the set of buses including the faulted zone l. Similar to (6r), (6s) means that the set of lines can include the faulted zone l after RCs repair the faulted component.
4) INTEGER-ASSOCIATED Constraints
Considering the meanings of the time-related integer variables, some constraints should be added to make it reasonable and practical. The constraints are as follows.
Constraint (6t) represents that the load is not allowed to be shed after restored. Constraint (6u) represents that it is preferred that the sources at node i are used for restoration until the energy is used up. 
C. CLR-DS FORMULATION AND SOLUTION METHOD
To sum up, the multi-period critical load restoration problem for the DS is formulated as follow.
CLR-DS
The model CLR-DS is a MILP. As a mixed-integer program, the MILP can be solved by the branch-and-bound algorithm or the cutting plane approach. The optimization algorithms are integrated into many off-the-shelf optimization solvers such as MOSEK or CPLEX. In this paper, the MILP problem is modeled in MATLAB R2016a with the CVX package [31] and solved by the optimization solver MOSEK [32] .
VI. CASE STUDIES
The proposed restoration framework has been implemented in MATLAB R2016a with the CVX package [31] . The linear program and mixed integer linear program are solved using the optimizer in MOSEK [32] . The numerical experiments are carried out on a personal computer with Intel Core I5 CPU at 2.40 GHz with 8 GB of RAM. The DS and the TS showed in Fig. 1 is used to validate the proposed method.
A. TEST SYSTEM INFORMATION
As shown in Fig. 1 , the TS has 12 nodes and 20 links. Node 1 is the emergency center representing the origin point of MEGs, MESSs, and RCs. The three rectangles are the depots of EBs, i.e., the origin points of EBs. Node 6 and node 7 are the destinations of MEGs, node 9 the destination of MESSs and node 10 the destination of RCs. The basic parameters of the roads in the TS are given in Table 1 .
In Table 1 , the last entry ''Max. flow'' indicates that the maximum service flow rate, whose unit is vehicles per hour (vph). We can see that the outer ring expressways have larger capacities to carry more traffic flows.
For the DS, four local DGs are integrated and parameters of them are provided in Table 2 . Two tie lines, 10-16 and 7-33, provide topology flexibility. The electric power loads are clarified into three levels considering the importance. Buses 3, 12, and 33 are 1st-level critical loads with weighting factor 100, and 15, 17, 24, and 30 are 2nd-level critical loads with 10, and others are regular loads with 0.2. Parameters of loads and lines are given in the Appendix.
In Table 2 , the entry ''Energy'' is the remained energy in the generator. In this paper, the local DGs are all diesel generators and the remained energy indicate the amount of diesel fuel stored in the generator.
As to the mobile emergency resources, including MEGs, MESSs, RCs, and spare EBs, the numbers of vehicles of them are 8, 4, 4, and 25, respectively. The 25 EBs are distributed at three bus depots, 13, 14, and 15, the numbers are 7, 8, and 10, respectively. The parameters of each mobile source are listed in Table 3 . Assume that an extreme disaster attacked the test system, and the two expressways between 6 and 10 are broken in the TS. The DS is experiencing an outage and disconnected with the substation. Two faults occurred at node 32 and 29, thus a faulted zone is formed comprised by nodes 29, 31, 30 and the lines between them. In addition, the prediction time for transmission system restoration is 4h. In this situation, the emergency center has the responsibility to respond immediately to restore the service of the DS. The emergency resource demands in the DS, including the number and origin-destination (O-D) pairs of each type of mobile resources, are listed in Table 4 . The repair time for the faulted component at bus 29 is 25min.
In Table 4 , the entry ''number'' means the number of vehicles of the corresponding type of mobile resources.
B. RESULTS
The proposed restoration framework is applied to make decisions on the multi-period restoration strategy considering dispatch of mobile emergency resources in the TS. The results are presented step by step. 
1) Step 1: Determine the Traffic Assignment Strategy
In the TS, if all roads are considered, the number of cells will be excessive and the problem will be more complicated. We can see that the most mobile emergency resources have to travel from the northwest to the east and south, so the critical roads are selected to be divided into cells to study the routing and schedule of mobile emergency resources, as illustrated in Fig. 5 [26] . In Fig. 5 , the bold links are the selected roads that are considered to study the traffic assignment strategy for mobile emergency resources. The time interval is 5 min thus the length of a cell is 6 km, and the total duration is 1h. The TS is divided into 41 cells, as depicted in Fig. 6 .
In Fig. 6 , the origin and destination points are marked with different colors, and these are the source and sink cells. The cell properties are illustrated in Table 5 . According to the parameters listed in Table 1 and the time interval, the properties of cells can be obtained, including Table 6 . Assume that when the extreme event happens, there are ordinary vehicles distributing at each road, and the initial X 0 a,5 for all ordinary cells are generated randomly in the interval 0,Q a,max , as shown in Table 7 . The initial Y 0 (a,b),c are set as 0 for all connectors and all types of vehicles. It is assumed that there is a traffic jam in road 1-2 because of an accident.
For emergency vehicles, only the corresponding source cells have positive values of vehicles as listed in Table 8 , while the values of other cells are all 0.
Apply the proposed WDTA model to obtain the optimal dynamic traffic assignment strategy, the results are illustrated in Table 9 . It should be noted that the departure time is set for all dispatched vehicles because making decisions, sending orders, and preparing for departure cost time. 
2) Step 2: Determine the Critical Load Restoration Strategy
Based on the results of Step 1, the multi-period restoration strategy is obtained for the distribution system. Whole outage duration is divided into 48 periods. Each period is as long as a time interval set in WDTA, i.e. 5min. The post-restoration state of the DS is shown in Fig. 7 . Line 1-2 is determined to open and tie lines are closed. After solving the MILP, the objective value is 25668 and the computation time is 21.90s. The three-phase voltage profile in each period is in Fig.8 . As it presents, the voltage magnitudes are within limits (0.95-1.05 p.u.) for all buses at all phases. The output and energy consumption results of each source are illustrated in Fig. 9 , and the load restoration results are shown in Fig. 10 .
From Fig. 9(a) , at the beginning of the restoration, around 1-6 periods, the main sources to support restoration are local DGs. After the mobile sources arrive, they gradually become the main sources for service restoration. After 12 periods, all the local sources cannot support restoration any longer, and only the mobile sources support restoration. From Fig. 9(b) , the energy in local DGs is nearly used up in period 12.
MEGs nearly use up their energy in 48 periods (1200kWh for each bus). Both EBs and MESSs remain energy and energy consumption rates are both nearly 87.50%.
In Fig. 10 , the sum of weighted restored load and the amount of restored load demand in each period are depicted by bar and line graphs respectively. In periods 1 and 2, the bar changes little because a regular load is picked up in period 2, which will make little impact on the sum of weighted restored load (with weighting factor 0.2). In period 3, the 1st-level critical load at bus 1 is picked up. It is not restored in period 1 because it is large and at the beginning of the restoration, the mobile sources are absent and power energy is limited. In periods 12 and 13, the bar changes visibly because the faulted zone is energized, then the 2nd-level load 31 and regular load 30 are picked up.
C. COMPARISONS
Take the case in last part as the Base Case, and this part will compare it with two cases, i.e., Case I with routing the mobile sources by the shortest path used in many papers, and Case II without the support of EBs.
1) Case I: Routing by Shortest Path
In this case, the routing strategy is obtained by finding the shortest path in O-D of sources. By using this method, the route and arrival time of MEGs to destination 6 will be different from those in the Base Case.The route for MEGs to destination 6 is 1-2-6. According to Greenshields' model [34] , for cell 2 and 3, the speed can be calculated by
where V a,max is the free speed of the corresponding road, and N a is the vehicle number in cell a, indicating the density. Then the time from 1 to 2 is 69.11min. Therefore, the arrival time for MEGs to destination 6 is 79.11min. Based on the results in the TS, the multi-period restoration strategy for the DS can be obtained. The output and energy consumption results of each source are illustrated in Fig. 11 , and the load restoration results are shown in Fig. 12 . The objective value is 25662.6 and similar to that in Base Case, as the total generation resource is relatively enough to supply power to all critical loads. However, the total restored energy is 6076.42kWh, while that in Base Case is 6244.33 kWh. It is because more regular loads are supplied in Base Case.
2) Case II: Without Support of EB
In this case, the EBs are not utilized for service restoration. The multi-period restoration strategy for the DS can be obtained. The output and energy consumption results of each source are illustrated in Fig. 13 , and the load restoration results are shown in Fig. 14 . The objective value is 23860 and 92.96% of that in Base Case. In addition, the total restored energy is 3560.50kWh, 42.98% less than that in Base Case. It is because, without the support of EBs, less critical loads are restored. To sum up, the support of EBs is essential for the restoration
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a resilience-oriented service restoration framework for distribution systems considering the dispatch of mobile emergency resources in the transportation system. The two-step framework includes a weighted dynamic traffic assignment model in step 1 to determine the routes and travel time of mobile emergency sources, and a critical load restoration model to determine the multi-period restoration strategy in step 2. The case studies indicate that the proposed method is effective and efficient. In addition, it illustrates that considering the traffic state is important because congestion in the TS may delay the restoration process. EBs are essential for service restoration due to their relatively large capacities and flexibility.
In the future, the interdependency between electric power systems and other critical infrastructures, such as the natural gas system [36] and the communication system, will be considered when making decisions on critical load restoration strategy. In addition, the social function of critical loads, such as hospitals, should be taken into account in the objective functions to make the reservice restoration strategy more practical.
APPENDIX
The basic data for the distribution system in this paper are from the IEEE 37 node test feeder, the specific information is given in Table 10 and 11.
In Table 10 , all loads are modeled as PQ load. In Table 11 , the entry ''Config.'' indicates the configuration ID of the lines, which can be found in [35] . For tie lines, the ''config.1'' means the lines with (0.2 + 0.8j) in ohms per mile. 
